7 Days / 6 Nights South Korea Escapade
Product Code : TSELCJU7D(7SGJ)-301119
Package include :
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

02 night’s accommodation at Jeju Island
04 night’s accommodation at Seoul
Half board meals – 06 breakfasts, 05 lunches & 04 dinners
Return airport-hotel-airport transfer
One-way economy class Seoul-Jeju (Jeju-Seoul for Itinerary II) domestic air ticket
Half-day Dumulmeori & Pocheon Art Valley Tour
Half-day Jeju Sightseeing Tour
Full-day Goyang & Paju Sightseeing & Shopping Tour
Full-day Insadong, Samcheong-dong & Naksan Park Tour
Full-day Seoul Sightseeing & Shopping Tour
Full-day Jeju Island Tour

Bonus offer :
* 01 Complimentary Drink (at Dreamy Camera Cafe)

Sample itinerary I : (for flights arriving at Incheon & departing from Jeju)
Day 01
_______ / INCHEON / YANGPYEONG / POCHEON / SEOUL

(Lunch, Dinner)

Day 02

SEOUL / GOYANG / PAJU / SEOUL

(Breakfast, Lunch)

Day 03

SEOUL

(Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner)

Upon your arrival at Incheon International Airport and after clearing customs, please proceed to the Meeting Point area at “Gate 8” on the 1 st Floor.
Our local representative will be waiting there to welcome you. Begin your trip with an approximately 70 kilometres journey East of Incheon to visit
Dumulmeori which literally means “head of two waters” and is the starting point of both Bukhangang as well as Namhangang Rivers. Soak up the
tranquil atmosphere, rustic beauty, picturesque docks and weeping willows that makes it a popular filming site for Korean dramas, commercials as
well as wedding pictures; marvel at the three 400-year-old Zelkova trees that appear as one giant tree; and thereafter, head over to relax and sip
coffee at Dreamy Camera Café – a quirky themed café built in the shape of a vintage Rolleiflex twin-lens camera and houses collections of vintage
cameras as well as books on photography. In the afternoon, visit Pocheon Art Valley – an abandon quarry which has been transformed into a
culture and arts space. Marvel at the picturesque Cheonjuho which is formed by gathering spring water and rainwater in the pit made at the time of
quarrying granite; Dream of becoming an astronaut in the Astronomical Science Museum with its beautiful view of starlit skies; or perhaps, enjoy
various programs such as planned exhibition as well as culture and art performances.

After breakfast, start the day with a visit to Hanwha Aqua Planet, one of Korea’s largest convergences of aquarium with indoor zoo in a 4-story
complex and is home to 325 different kinds of marine and terrestrial creatures from around the world. Thereafter, head over to explore the aweinspiring Heyri Art Valley, a village dubbed as “a melting pot of creativity” where more than 370 of South Korea’s most esteemed creative artists
come together, adding to its creative growth and spawning work rooms, artistic spaces, museums and a string of reputable galleries alongside
great cafés and restaurants. Continue on with a visit to Provence Village – a charming French themed village with beautiful pastel-like buildings
that is modelled after Provence town in Southern France, where visitors can find artistic cafés, creative restaurants as well as attractive stores
decorated like a children’s playbook; followed by a little bargain-hunting at Paju Premium Outlets, a luxury shopping complex that is home to 220
outlet stores with a mixture of international and designer brand names as well as local retailers; before returning to Seoul.

After breakfast, proceed to discover the quaint neighbourhood of Insadong which is filled with antique shops, boutique galleries, handicraft shops,
bookstores, traditional teahouses, etc…; experience the thrills and spills of popular variety show “Running Man” at the Running Man Thematic
Experience Centre where you need to complete missions in a race format to collect as many R-Points as possible within 60 minutes, just like being
right at the heart of this exciting and hilarious TV show yourself; and followed by a little duty-free shopping at a Cosmetics Shop. Thereafter,
continue on to Samcheong-dong, a trendy and upscale neighbourhood that lies in a scenic area just east of Gyeongbokgung Palace and Cheong Wa
Dae, the Presidential Office and Private Residence which is also known as the “Blue House”. Surrounded by hills, it is well known for its charming
traditional hanoks and a vast array of stylish art galleries, unique boutiques, quirky shops, artisan cafés as well as upscale restaurants which are
scattered along the main street. In the evening, enjoy a stroll at Naksan Park, a historical and beautiful park that offers spectacular view of
Daehangno from its peak and is a great spot to enjoy beautiful sunset or night view of the entire city. There is also an impressive section of Seoul
City Wall which was originally built in 1396 during the Joseon Dynasty that runs through the park.

Day 04

SEOUL

(Breakfast, Lunch)

After breakfast, visit Gyeongbokgung which was built at the beginning of the Joseon Dynasty by its founder King Taejo and serves as the principal
palace until it was burnt down during the Japanese invasion in 1592. It lay in ruins for nearly 300 years until it was rebuilt in 1865 during the reign
of King Gojong, the first emperor of Korea. Continue on to the nearby Gwanghwamun Square – a national landmark located in the heart of Seoul
with statues of King Sejong the Great and Admiral Yi Sunshin, the popular 12·23 fountain, Waterways of History as well as a sculpture of Haechi,
the symbolic icon of Seoul; and thereafter, spend the afternoon shopping for some duty-free health supplements at the National Ginseng Outlet
and “HD-1 Tab.Gold” or Red Pine Oil Specialty Store, as well as Lotte Duty Free – Asia’s top duty free store that offers a vast selection of brands
and products at discounted price; before heading over to Myeongdong, one of Seoul’s main shopping districts featuring mid-to-high priced retail
stores as well as international brands.

Day 05

SEOUL  JEJU

(Breakfast, Dinner)

After breakfast, enjoy some last-minute shopping at Sinchon Ladies Street – a shopper’s paradise located right in front of Ewha, Korea’s first
women university. Nicknamed “University Streets of Sinchon” due to its close proximity to a number of private universities, it is packed with
copious amounts of clothing, accessories as well as shoes stores offering affordable goods that are in tune with the current trends in Korea.
Transfer to Gimpo International Airport for your domestic flight to Jeju, a volcanic island located southwest of the Korean Peninsula; and on arrival,
visit Teddy Bear Museum which houses an impressive collection of toy bears, from soft cuddly childhood favourites to historic artefacts as well as
from lifelike replicas to kitsch novelties. Thereafter, enjoy a sightseeing tour around Yongduam Rock – an unusual lava formation that resembles a
dragon head with open mouth soaring 100 meters above sea level, creating harmony with the deep violet-blue sea; followed by a brief photo stop
at Dokkaebi-ro or Mysterious Road – see a curious phenomenon where objects as well as liquid appear to roll or flow uphill instead of down.

Day 06

JEJU

(Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner)

After breakfast, proceed on a sightseeing tour around the island visiting Seopjikoji – a picturesque place by the seashore a with winding trail where
many Korean dramas such as “All in” were filmed; Phoenix Island Resort – an environmentally friendly and futuristic resort complex surrounded by
the astounding beauty of nature, magnificent blue sea and great views of Sunrise Peak; as well as Seongeup Folk Village – a uniquely preserved
village at the foot of Mount Halla that has retained age old traditions where its residents still live behind stone courtyard walls in thatched-roof
lava-wall homes. Thereafter, experience the thrill of getting lost inside Maze Land – a theme park boasting the world’s longest stone labyrinth,
measuring approximately 5.3 kilometres in length; immerse in Korean pop culture at PLAY KPOP Museum – the nation’s largest virtual reality K-pop
experience hall where visitors can attend vivid and exciting holographic concerts, enjoy a date with their favourite star or even become a K-pop
performer; as well as soak in the gentle breeze and perhaps, enjoy the fantastic ocean view while sipping a cup of hot coffee (beverages are
optional, on own expense) at Café Aewol Monsant - a beautiful café with pivoting mirror-glass door and volcanic stone walls, rumoured to be owned
by G-Dragon of well-known boy band Big Bang.

Day 07

JEJU / _______

(Breakfast)

After breakfast, free at leisure for your own activities until it is time for you to head over to a local product shop for some local delicacies before
continuing back to the airport for your onwards journey.

Sample itinerary II : (for flights arriving at Jeju & departing from Incheon)
Day 01
_______ / JEJU

(Dinner)

Upon your arrival at Jeju International Airport and after clearing customs, you will be met by our local representative and thereafter, begin your
trip with a visit to Teddy Bear Museum which houses an impressive collection of toy bears, from soft cuddly childhood favourites to historic
artefacts as well as from lifelike replicas to kitsch novelties; followed by a sightseeing tour around Yongduam Rock – an unusual lava formation that
resembles a dragon head with open mouth soaring 100 meters above sea level, creating harmony with the deep violet-blue sea; and a brief photo
stop at Dokkaebi-ro or Mysterious Road – see a curious phenomenon where objects as well as liquid appear to roll or flow uphill instead of down.

Day 02

JEJU

(Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner)

After breakfast, proceed on a sightseeing tour around the island visiting Seopjikoji – a picturesque place by the seashore a with winding trail where
many Korean dramas such as “All in” were filmed; Phoenix Island Resort – an environmentally friendly and futuristic resort complex surrounded by
the astounding beauty of nature, magnificent blue sea and great views of Sunrise Peak; as well as Seongeup Folk Village – a uniquely preserved
village at the foot of Mount Halla that has retained age old traditions where its residents still live behind stone courtyard walls in thatched-roof
lava-wall homes. Thereafter, experience the thrill of getting lost inside Maze Land – a theme park boasting the world’s longest stone labyrinth,
measuring approximately 5.3 kilometres in length; immerse in Korean pop culture at PLAY KPOP Museum – the nation’s largest virtual reality K-pop
experience hall where visitors can attend vivid and exciting holographic concerts, enjoy a date with their favourite star or even become a K-pop
performer; as well as soak in the gentle breeze and perhaps, enjoy the fantastic ocean view while sipping a cup of hot coffee (beverages are
optional, on own expense) at Café Aewol Monsant - a beautiful café with pivoting mirror-glass door and volcanic stone walls, rumoured to be owned
by G-Dragon of well-known boy band Big Bang.

Day 03

JEJU  SEOUL / YANGPYEONG / POCHEON / SEOUL

(Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner)

After breakfast, transfer to Jeju International Airport for your domestic flight to Seoul Special City, the capital and largest metropolis of South
Korea. Upon your arrival, journey approximately 45 kilometres East of Seoul to visit Dumulmeori which literally means “head of two waters” and is
the starting point of both Bukhangang as well as Namhangang Rivers. Soak up the tranquil atmosphere, rustic beauty, picturesque docks and
weeping willows that makes it a popular filming site for Korean dramas, commercials as well as wedding pictures; marvel at the three 400-year-old
Zelkova trees that appear as one giant tree. Thereafter, head over to relax and sip coffee at Dreamy Camera Café – a quirky themed café built in
the shape of a vintage Rolleiflex twin-lens camera and houses collections of vintage cameras as well as books on photography; followed by a visit
to Pocheon Art Valley – an abandon quarry which has been transformed into a culture and arts space. Marvel at the picturesque Cheonjuho which is
formed by gathering spring water and rainwater in the pit made at the time of quarrying granite; Dream of becoming an astronaut in the
Astronomical Science Museum with its beautiful view of starlit skies; or perhaps, enjoy various programs such as planned exhibition as well as
culture and art performances.

Day 04

SEOUL / GOYANG / PAJU / SEOUL

(Breakfast, Lunch)

After breakfast, start the day with a visit to Hanwha Aqua Planet, one of Korea’s largest convergences of aquarium with indoor zoo in a 4-story
complex and is home to 325 different kinds of marine and terrestrial creatures from around the world. Thereafter, head over to explore the aweinspiring Heyri Art Valley, a village dubbed as “a melting pot of creativity” where more than 370 of South Korea’s most esteemed creative artists
come together, adding to its creative growth and spawning work rooms, artistic spaces, museums and a string of reputable galleries alongside
great cafés and restaurants. Continue on with a visit to Provence Village – a charming French themed village with beautiful pastel-like buildings
that is modelled after Provence town in Southern France, where visitors can find artistic cafés, creative restaurants as well as attractive stores
decorated like a children’s playbook; followed by a little bargain-hunting at Paju Premium Outlets, a luxury shopping complex that is home to 220
outlet stores with a mixture of international and designer brand names as well as local retailers; before returning to Seoul.

Day 05

SEOUL

(Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner)

After breakfast, proceed to discover the quaint neighbourhood of Insadong which is filled with antique shops, boutique galleries, handicraft shops,
bookstores, traditional teahouses, etc…; experience the thrills and spills of popular variety show “Running Man” at the Running Man Thematic
Experience Centre where you need to complete missions in a race format to collect as many R-Points as possible within 60 minutes, just like being
right at the heart of this exciting and hilarious TV show yourself; and followed by a little duty-free shopping at a Cosmetics Shop. Thereafter,
continue on to Samcheong-dong, a trendy and upscale neighbourhood that lies in a scenic area just east of Gyeongbokgung Palace and Cheong Wa
Dae, the Presidential Office and Private Residence which is also known as the “Blue House”. Surrounded by hills, it is well known for its charming
traditional hanoks and a vast array of stylish art galleries, unique boutiques, quirky shops, artisan cafés as well as upscale restaurants which are
scattered along the main street. In the evening, enjoy a stroll at Naksan Park, a historical and beautiful park that offers spectacular view of
Daehangno from its peak and is a great spot to enjoy beautiful sunset or night view of the entire city. There is also an impressive section of Seoul
City Wall which was originally built in 1396 during the Joseon Dynasty that runs through the park.

Day 06

SEOUL

(Breakfast, Lunch)

After breakfast, visit Gyeongbokgung which was built at the beginning of the Joseon Dynasty by its founder King Taejo and serves as the principal
palace until it was burnt down during the Japanese invasion in 1592. It lay in ruins for nearly 300 years until it was rebuilt in 1865 during the reign
of King Gojong, the first emperor of Korea. Continue on to the nearby Gwanghwamun Square – a national landmark located in the heart of Seoul
with statues of King Sejong the Great and Admiral Yi Sunshin, the popular 12·23 fountain, Waterways of History as well as a sculpture of Haechi,
the symbolic icon of Seoul; and thereafter, spend the afternoon shopping for some duty-free health supplements at the National Ginseng Outlet
and “HD-1 Tab.Gold” or Red Pine Oil Specialty Store, as well as Lotte Duty Free – Asia’s top duty free store that offers a vast selection of brands
and products at discounted price; before heading over to Myeongdong, one of Seoul’s main shopping districts featuring mid-to-high priced retail
stores as well as international brands.

Day 07

SEOUL / INCHEON / _______

(Breakfast)

After breakfast, if time permits, enjoy some last-minute shopping at Sinchon Ladies Street – a shopper’s paradise located right in front of Korea’s
first women university. Nicknamed “University Streets of Sinchon” due to its close proximity to a number of private universities, it is packed with
copious amounts of clothing, accessories as well as shoes stores offering affordable goods that are in tune with the current trends in Korea.
Thereafter, head over to a local product shop for some local delicacies before continuing back to the airport for your onwards journey.

Hotel &
Tour Option

7 Days / 6 Nights Package
(per person per package, in MYR)

Extension Night at Seoul
(per room per night, in MYR)

Adult
Child
Single
Twin/Triple
With bed
No bed
Infant
Single/Twin
Triple
Seoul : CO’OP City Hotel Stayco, InterCity Seoul Service Residence Hotel or similar (Local 4-star)
Jeju : Ramada by Wyndham Jeju City Hall, The Artstay Jeju Hamdeok Hotel or similar (Local 4-star)
* Mandarin Tour
(GV-2)
4270
2780
2380
1860
280
* Mandarin Tour
(GV-4)
4050
2560
2190
1720
280
* Mandarin Tour
(GV-10)
3930
2440
2090
1640
280
430
530
* English Tour
(GV-2)
5910
4420
3770
2930
280
* English Tour
(GV-4)
5530
4040
3450
2680
280
* English Tour
(GV-10)
4290
2800
2390
1870
280
** Peak Season (01 Apr ’19 – 15 Apr ’19) surcharge @ MYR$130.00 per person per package
** Super Peak Season (12 Sep ’19 – 15 Sep ’19) surcharge @ MYR$280.00 per person per package
** Weekend (Fri only) & Super Peak Season (12 Sep ’19 – 15 Sep ’19) domestic air ticket surcharge @ MYR$320.00 per person

Remarks
** Additional night includes accommodation & breakfast only
** Infant rates include one-way economy class Seoul-Jeju (Jeju-Seoul for Itinerary II) domestic air-ticket only
** Option to select preferred hotel is NOT available for the above package. Actual hotel accommodation will only be advised 01 week prior to
departure

Important notice :
•
•

Most hotels in South Korea supports the environment-friendly program and do not provide single use toiletries items in the room.
Tour participants are advised to bring your own supply of shampoo, shower gel, toothbrush, toothpaste, razor, etc…
Some hotels (especially outskirt area) in South Korea do not provide full-size bath towels. For your comfort, please bring your own towel

Terms & Conditions
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Travel period : 01 March 2019 – 30 November 2019
Travel must be completed by 30 November 2019
The above rates require a minimum of 02 adults per booking, up to a maximum of 14 adults and/or child
The above rates are applicable to Malaysian passport holders only
Rates for other nationalities are strictly on request basis and may be subjected to additional charges
Reservations with a group size of less than 11 adults, tours will be conducted by driver cum guide only
For flights departing in the morning, breakfast on Day 07 will NOT be provided
Halal meal arrangements (Lunch & Dinner at Seoul only, not applicable to Mandarin Tour) is strictly on request basis and is subjected to
additional charges, rates to be advised
The above package includes mandatory visit to selected shopping stops, otherwise a surcharge of MYR$480.00 per person (for Mandarin tour)
and/or MYR$680.00 per person (for English tour) will be imposed
The above rates and tour program are subjected to change without prior notice
Payment via credit card is subjected to additional bank charges (3% for Visa Credit Card or MasterCard & 4% for American Express)
The above package DOES NOT include any visa arrangement. It is the traveller’s own responsibility to ensure he/she have a valid entry visa, if
required
No refund (either partial or full) will be given for any unutilized portion and/or services in the package
Travel Monsters’ General terms & conditions apply – a copy of the terms & conditions can be obtained from any of our Travel Centres
In the event of any inconsistency or discrepancy between the translated versions of this flyer and the English original, the latter will take
precedence

Travel Monsters Sdn. Bhd. (862469-P, KPL 6566, GST ID. 000209231872)

www.AsiaTravelMart.com

• Unit 13, Departure Hall, Level 1, KL City Air Terminal, KL Sentral Station, 50470 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.
 : +603.2274.6955 or +603.2274.7955
|
: +603.2274.8955
|  : klsentral@asiatravelmart.com
• G33 - AEON Tebrau City Shopping Centre, No.1 Jalan Desa Tebrau, Taman Desa Tebrau, 81100 Johor Bharu, Malaysia.
 : +607.355.7955 or +607.354.7955
|
: +607.354.7954
|  : tebraucity@asiatravelmart.com

KKM Travel & Tours Sdn. Bhd. (147959-U, KPL 1142, GST ID. 001316225024)

www.KKMTravelnTours.com

• Lot 236, Beautiful Jade Centre, P. O. Box 1586, 98008 Miri, Sarawak, Malaysia.
 : +6085.417.899 or +6085.412 741
|
: +6085.414.631
|  : kkm@kkmtravelntours.com
• Unit 1.55, Level 2, Merdeka Mall Miri, Lot 6919, Jalan Miri-Bintulu, 98000 Miri, Sarawak, Malaysia.
 : +6085.427.890
|
: +6085.417.897
|  : merdeka@kkmtravelntours.com

